
















































































































§  3.2 Theoretical background


























































































































 88 Open for business
a PSF involves the firm’s appropriation of professional value and exchange value. Use 
value is captured by the customer.









§  3.3 Methods





























respondents as C1–C9. Table 3.1 presents an overview of the sample.
RESPONDENT TYPE OF RESPONDENT TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
A1, A3 Architect Architectural firm with 10–20 people
A2, A5, A6 Architect Architectural firm with 20–40 people
A4, A7, A8a-b, A9 Architect Architectural firm with 40+ people
C1, C4a-b, C7 Project leader or director Developing contractor
C2, C5, C8 Project leader or director Housing corporation
C3, C6, C9 Project leader or director Project developer
TABLE 3.1  Overview of respondents












































found in the interview data.
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§  3.4 Findings



































































VALUE DIMENSIONS VALUE CAPTURE GOALS EXAMPLES OF VALUE GIVEN BY ARCHITECT RESPONDENTS

























§  3.4.2 The process of value capture: strategies of architectural firms
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We ourselves often settle for less because we are committed to the project. I think that 
our total fee, if you look at it firm-wide, would be 20 to 30 percent less if we were to 
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conduct the fee negotiations ourselves. […] and the funny thing is that most of the 








































































































… the office manager would say ‘Perhaps we have to go a little bit less far in our 
engineering’, but we [the architects] will always go against it because we say ‘The 
moment you start sacrificing quality, we’re giving away our unique selling point’. So in 
the end it would be better to take a loss but provide good quality. That’s in the long run, 



































prioritized over the creation of customer use value. Table 3.3 provides an overview of 
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the value capture strategies that we identified from the interview data and shows the 
specific strategies in which tradeoffs between value dimensions were made.
VALUE DIMENSIONS VALUE CAPTURE STRATEGIES USED
IN THE SERVICE OFFER













a  Strategies to trade off exchange value for professional value
b  Strategies to trade off use value for professional value
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Bringing professional value into the discussion of organizational value capture is 
necessary to develop a better understanding of how firms responding to different goals 
capture value and how this process can be improved. This paper specifically contributes 
to the field of construction management by introducing the concept of value capture 
from management literature as a helpful construct to elaborate on existing studies of 
value and value creation.
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